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Niclas von Popplau: LOST IN TRANSLATION?
Part 1
PHILIPPA LANGLEY
‘… there is also a stronghold castle. In there, the king keeps his treasure, also all noble Lords, such as the
king’s children and sons to the princes just like you keep prisoners.’1

An Extended Translation of the Travel Diary of Niclas von Popplau, March 1484 to April 1485, on behalf of
The Missing Princes Project by Doris Schneider-Coutandin.

Introduction
In the summer of 2016, Doris Schneider‐Coutandin, a
German theatre director specialising in the Hussite Wars
of the ﬁfteenth century and with a background in Medieval
European History and Middle‐High German, joined The
Missing Princes Project to oﬀer her expertise. As part of the
project’s continuing analysis of contemporary source
material, the travel diary of Niclas von Popplau seemed an
obvious next step. The diary includes his visit to England
in 1484 and subsequent meeting with Richard III, together
with his travels in Europe, speciﬁcally France and the Low
Countries (1483–6). Doris graciously agreed to undertake
an extended translation of Popplau’s diary to build on the
earlier work of Livia Visser‐Fuchs,2 and to create a timeline.
For reasons of space, and to make this important source
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available, these will shortly be accessible on the The
Missing Princes Project website. Our very grateful thanks
go to project member Albert Jan de Rooij for his notes,
which have enhanced both documents.
Part 1 considers an intriguing passage3 from Popplau’s
travel diary containing possible information about the
disappearance of the sons of Edward IV during the reign
of Richard III. Provisos concerning the source as an
eighteenth‐century copy (1712), and the use of a Latin
interpreter for Popplau at one point, must be noted (see
below).
As Doris’s original translation ﬁrst notiﬁed the project
about this intriguing passage, it was therefore important
to check and conﬁrm its accuracy. This was done blind
without any reference to, or sight of, the original
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Before we analyse this passage it’s important to note
Radzikowski’s interpretation from 1998.7 He notes that,
‘Pontefract Castle was the prison and place of execution
of many representatives of great dynasties.’8 This
presupposes Popplau’s meaning to be a general
description of Pontefract Castle and its history, and this
may be correct. However, it seems that Popplau discusses
Pontefract Castle in terms of ‘the king’ (singular) and, as
yet, I’ve been unable to identify a king who lived at
Pontefract with his children. It was reputed to be a
favourite residence of Henry Bolingbroke (before he
usurped the throne), but his children were born elsewhere.

Pontefract Castle
Therefore on the basis that Popplau was referring to the
current king, we will now analyse his report. First Popplau
records:
Ten miles away from Doncaster, when you travel towards
York, there is also a stronghold castle.

Location of Silesia, where Niclas von Popplau was born in c.1440.
Silesia is a historical region of northern Europe mostly in Poland,
with small parts in Czechia (Czech Republic) and Germany.
Creative Commons Licence

translation. Our very grateful thanks go to Dr Eleoma
Bodammer, Senior Lecturer in 18th‐ and 19th‐century
German Literature at the University of Edinburgh, and
Professor Henrike Lähnemann, Chair of Medieval
German Literature and Linguistics, St Edmund Hall,
University of Oxford, for their translation.4
Thanks also to project member Christopher Tinmouth
for his ongoing searches of the Duchy of Lancaster and
Pontefract records (locally and at Kew) and his
transcription and analysis of the records of Honour of
Pontefract. Christopher’s PhD is on Furness Abbey. He is
also chairman of the South Cumbria Group.
In Part 2 (to come in the March 2021 Bulletin) Popplau’s
diary is analysed with project member Doris Schneider‐
Coutandin, and this includes a reassessment of some of
its better‐known passages.

Analysis of the envoy’s travel distances in England (in
miles) are problematic, with only one correct.9 Some
distances are out by a considerable margin10 but in all
cases are underestimated. Interestingly, Pontefract Castle
(depending on the route travelled) may be correct or

Above: Reconstruction of Pontefract Castle. Below: The ruins of
Pontefract Castle’s keep.
Both reproduced under Creative Commons Licence.

Page 53 of Popplau’s diary records the Silesian envoy’s
journey from Doncaster to York on 30 April/1 May 1484.
In York, Popplau met with Richard III and his court.
Popplau writes:
Ten miles away from Doncaster, when you travel towards
York, there is also a stronghold castle. In there, the king
keeps his treasure, also all noble Lords, such as the king’s
children and sons to the princes just like you keep
prisoners. The castle itself is called in Latin pons fractus,
which was conﬁrmed to me later by word of the king
himself, whose name is Richard King of England, who had
been Duke of York [sic]5 before.6
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overestimated, at around seven miles from Doncaster as
you head towards York.11 Certainly Popplau’s description
of Pontefract as a ‘stronghold castle’ is correct.12

The king’s treasure
Popplau then adds:
In there, the king keeps his treasure, also all noble Lords,
such as the king’s children and sons to the princes just like
you keep prisoners.

Popplau’s statement that ‘the king keeps his treasure’ (in
Pontefract Castle) seems to be supported by Richard’s
signet (Harleian 433)13 and Popplau himself,14 and
suggests that some of King Richard’s regalia and jewellery
may have been housed there.15
However, it is the next section of Popplau’s statement
that is the most intriguing, and potentially signiﬁcant for
the project. Popplau records that at Pontefract Castle the
king keeps
… all noble Lords, such as the king’s children and sons to
the princes just like you keep prisoners.

The king’s children
This seems, at face value, to be a description of the royal
household and nursery with ‘all noble Lords, such as the
king’s children’. With the death of the king’s son and heir,
Edward of Middleham, a few weeks earlier on or around
17 April 1484,16 this would therefore refer to Richard’s
illegitimate children, John of Gloucester (Pontefract)17 and
Katherine Plantagenet.18 However, if as it seems, Popplau
did not know about the death of Prince Edward (to be
discussed in Part 2) then this could of course include him.
But Popplau goes on to add, ‘and sons to the princes just
like you keep prisoners’. This statement was believed by
Popplau’s editor, Radzikowski, (as above) to refer to the
castle’s noble prisoners during its long history19 but it’s
important that we do not dismiss or ignore any potential
source of evidence when another interpretation may be
possible. Therefore, could this refer to one or more of the
sons of Edward IV and is it signiﬁcant that the mention of
‘sons to the princes just like you keep prisoners’ follows
on directly from the statement regarding the king’s
children, with Popplau apparently recording who is in the
castle at the time of his visit in early May 1484?
This position seems to be supported by Popplau’s next
statement, when he adds that the name of the castle ‘was
conﬁrmed to me later by word of the king himself’.
Popplau met Richard III the following day, 2 May 1484 (to
be discussed in Part 2).

‘… sons to the princes just like you keep
prisoners’
It is also signiﬁcant (as above) that Popplau describes
‘princes’ (plural), as he does with the king’s ‘children’. If
we accept that this is not an error by the eighteenth‐
century copyist, or by Popplau himself, then who might
these ‘princes’ (plural) be who are kept ‘just like you keep
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prisoners’? It is possible that one of these was Edward, earl
of Warwick,20 so could the other ‘princes’ be the king’s
remaining nephews through his sister, Elizabeth, duchess
of Suﬀolk, the de la Pole brothers? This seems unlikely,
considering that their elder brother John was a close
associate of the king and trusted by him, and it is probable
that John and his father were with Richard at the time
(more in Part 2). Moreover there is nothing to suggest from
the period that the de la Pole princes were kept in
Richard’s care or custody.21 Moreover, Edward of Warwick
had been knighted by Richard a few months earlier in
York and was part of Queen Anne’s household.22 Warwick
would of course be kept as a prisoner during the reign of
Henry VII but Popplau was writing well before this took
place (see Part 2 for an analysis of when this section of
Popplau’s diary was written).
We must also consider Francis Lovell’s nephew, Henry
Lovell, Lord Morley.23 Morley was present in the royal
household in the north on 24 July 148424 and may have
been brought north during the royal progress.25 On 1
May 1484 (the day Popplau arrived in York) Richard
authorised a payment to his sister, the duchess of Suﬀolk,
for the ‘exhibition’ (support) of Morley and her daughter
(also Elizabeth), for their marriage.26 It is not known
where the marriage took place but as children it seems
probable it would have been ceremonial at this time.
However, it’s unlikely this union with the king’s niece
would have made Morley a prince. Moreover, there’s no
evidence to suggest the boy was being kept like a
prisoner; he enjoyed his breakfast each day with his
brother‐in‐law, John, earl of Lincoln (see below).

The sons of Edward IV
So were these ‘princes’ who were kept like prisoners the
sons of Edward IV and can this hypothesis be supported
by any evidence? We have, of course, the detailed
ordinances for the king’s royal household in the north,
issued two months later on 24 July 1484 (as above), which
includes a description of the ‘Children togeder at oon
brekefast’.27 This entry is generally assumed to refer to
Edward of Warwick, his sister and a number of the
daughters of Edward IV, including Elizabeth of York, and
possibly John of Gloucester (with Katherine married by
this time). This is largely due to Vergil’s account of Robert
Willoughby’s mission to Sheriﬀ Hutton castle immediately
after Bosworth28 but it also follows the Tudor tradition of
the boys’ deaths in 1483. So do we need to keep an open
mind, and if Richard did place the boys in custody in the
north at this time would he and his advisors, including his
nephew, the earl of Lincoln as President of the Council of
the North, decide to keep them in a separate location to
the other children (and possibly with John of
Gloucester/Pontefract), or to separate both boys, and
might one of the locations used have been nearby Sandal
Castle?29
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Sandal Castle
Sandal Castle is an interesting location for the project due
to its relatively secluded situation, and the extensive
building works carried out there in the ﬁrst year of
Richard’s reign. The hurried building of a new tower on 3
June 148430 and extensive repairs to a smaller tower31
certainly suggest preparations for the Council of the North
on or around 24 July 1484.32 It is also interesting to note
that ordinances for the royal household at Sandal actively
dissuaded any extra visitors with ‘wages being strictly
controlled by the treasurer, no extra serving boys to be
added and no extra breakfasts served other than to those
already on the payroll.’33 This, together with strengthening
works (as above), suggests a highly controlled and secure
household. An archaeological investigation between 1964
and 1973 discovered a pottery whistle from the period
which may have been a child’s toy34 and a woman’s belt
with a decorative silver strip of ﬂowers with ﬁve petals.35

The sons of Edward IV in the north
So is there any evidence to suggest that one or more of the
sons of Edward IV were domiciled in the north during the
reign of Richard III? With Popplau’s subsequent visit to
King John of Portugal in August 1484 we’ll consider a
potentially important Portuguese source. Rui de Sousa
was the Portuguese ambassador to England from 1481 to
1489. In 1496, with France and Spain vying for Henry VII’s
friendship, the Spanish monarchs wrote to Henry with
help with the pretender ‘Perkin Warbeck’. Warbeck had
claimed the English throne as the youngest son of Edward
IV, Richard, duke of York. The Spanish monarchs wrote
that de Sousa:
knew the Duke of York very well and has seen him there
(England). Two years later he saw the other person
(Warbeck) in Portugal.36

As Warbeck arrived in Portugal sometime after Easter
1486, Barrie Williams’ calculations suggest that de Sousa
may have seen the duke of York when the Treaty of
Windsor was signed in York on 25 June 1484,37 a few short
weeks after Popplau’s visit. It might also be important to
note an intriguing payment made for the ‘duke of York’ in
the Annals of Cambridge from the year ending 8
September 1484 (Nativity of the Virgin), and probably
referring to Richard’s visit to the university in March 148438
as he headed north to York and his meeting with Popplau.
The accounts record:
For the servants39 of the Lord the King, Richard the Third,
this year, 7s.; and in rewards to the servants of the Lord the
Prince, 7s.; and in rewards to the servants of the Queen, 6s.
8d.; and in rewards to the servants of the Duke of York, 6s.
8d.’40

Is this payment for the servants of Edward IV’s youngest
son, or with the earl of Warwick in Queen Anne’s
household, is it a scribal error for the young earl?41 Taken
at face value it would seem to be a surprising error.
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Top to bottom:
A reconstruction of Sandal Castle, artist’s impression.
© Wakeﬁeld Council.
A view of the motte and barbican at Sandal Castle.
A view of a remaining wall at Sandal Castle. Both reproduced
under Creative Commons Licence.

Intelligence gathering
It’s also worth considering who provided Popplau with
this information concerning the king’s treasure, his
children and the ‘sons of princes’, and why. Who would
have known this and felt comfortable enough to inform
the foreign emissary? Did it come from ordinary people
and local gossip encountered by Popplau and his party42
as they headed to York, with Popplau enquiring locally
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Castle for any period of time then its constable, Sir John
Neville,49 and steward, Sir James Harrington,50 would
have known about it. Both fought for Richard at
Bosworth and are persons of interest for the project.
Neville survived and went on to make his peace with
Henry VII. Could Neville be another reason why Henry’s
focus turned northwards immediately after Bosworth?51
Finally it’s also important to note that although Keith
Dockray suggested that Popplau stayed at Pontefract,52
this is clearly not the case. Popplau is very clear that after
Doncaster he ‘travelled on to York’.53 It is not clear,
however, if Popplau made a detour to see Pontefract
Castle, or was merely told about it on his way to York.

Conclusion
The sons of Edward IV, from the Royal Window Canterbury
Cathedral (1480). Creative Commons Licence

about the ‘stronghold castle’? And if so, was the local
gossip accurate or confused, or possibly conﬂated with
nearby Sandal Castle.43 Or could this information have
been oﬀered by someone at Richard’s court – Lord John
of Bergen,44 the unnamed Latin translator, or the Spanish
captain, Juan de Salazar?45 However, Popplau goes on to
record that this information was conﬁrmed by King
Richard himself. The construction of the sentence could
suggest that Richard was only conﬁrming the castle’s
name and status. However, ‘then told me himself, and
explained to me’46 suggests the information may have
come from Richard.47 So was Richard only telling Popplau
about the history of the castle?

Travel diary (page 59)
On page 59, Popplau then adds:
And King Richard, who reigns now, had put to death the
sons of King Edward, they say, so that not they but he was
crowned. But many say (and I count myself amongst them)
they still live and are kept in a very dark cellar.48

Could ‘they say’ refer to Popplau’s earlier meeting in
Flanders in March 1484 with the French advisor Gui de
Rochefort at the court of Archduke Maximilian, or his later
visit to the French court in April 1485, where Henry Tudor
and his English rebels were present (discussed in Part 2)?
If so, this clearly follows the Continental view that the
boys were murdered so that Richard could be crowned. If
this is correct then is Popplau referencing his earlier
statement about Pontefract Castle, or had Popplau not
connected the two? If the information Popplau received
had been a general statement of ‘sons of Princes’ being
kept like prisoners then his lack of connection is
explicable. However, Popplau is now not only questioning
what he has heard about King Edward’s sons, but is quite
direct in his view. He now conﬁrms that ‘many say’ the
boys are still alive, and he agrees with them.
Does this intriguing statement oﬀer any further clues?
Certainly if the boys had been domiciled in Pontefract
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We must of course proceed with caution, as this source is
an eighteenth‐century copy of Popplau’s diary with all the
provisos this entails (as above and more in Part 2). We
must also bear in mind that by November 1483, the royal
tutor, John Giles, archdeacon of London, may have been
paid oﬀ.54 Does this suggest that tutors in the northern
nursery were in place and records for them have simply
not survived, or that a tutor was no longer required?
Richard’s proclamation of December 1484 (six months
after Popplau’s visit) may reveal a sense of powerlessness
and frustration and, as Mike Ingram notes, may be
related to the boys:
… ancient enemies of France, by many and sundry ways,
conspire and study the means to the subversion of this our
realm, and of unity amongst our subjects, as in sending
writings by seditious persons with counterfeit tokens, and
contrive false inventions, tidings and rumours.55

What were these ‘counterfeit tokens’– is this a reference to
Continental rumours about the alleged murder, fuelled by
France (and Henry Tudor)? If so, it seems that Richard and
his council may not have had one or more of the boys to
display by December 1484, or was it deemed prudent not
to reveal who they had and/or their whereabouts?
At this remove this seems to suggest that Part 1 of our
case study analysis (Bulletin, March 2020, pp 42–7), which
raised the possibility that the boys were removed by
someone outside Richard’s government, should now
become a signiﬁcant focus of attention. This position may
be supported by a general pardon received by Thomas
Bourchier, archbishop of Canterbury, on 13 December
1483.56 No reason is given but might the pardon have
been connected to Bourchier’s oath to Elizabeth
Woodville (the boys’ mother) in June to return her
youngest son to her? Interestingly, on 2 May 1483,
Bourchier had been tasked by Edward V to secure the
Tower of London.57 Bourchier was not on the royal
progress and following his pardon would never serve
again on Richard’s council.
At face value this seems to represent a compelling way
forward but, as we have seen, it is also important not to
ignore any potential lead. Indeed, the sources from this
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period seem to conﬁrm that John Giles, the tutor to
Edward V and Richard, duke of York, was being paid
during Richard’s reign and may, therefore, still have been
in post.58 Therefore, as we stand, with Popplau’s
intriguing statement and the evidences from Part 4 of our
Case Study (Bulletin, September 2020, pp 41–7) we must
consider the possibility that the sons of Edward IV may
have been domiciled in the north for a period of time and
at some point prior to the battle of Bosworth removed to
a location overseas,59 and/or potentially separated at this
time. As ever, the investigation continues.
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